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1 Introduction
Recently, we proposed a lot-sizing model with outsourcing and also developed algorithms to solve it. 
Lot-sizing problems as typical mixed-integer programming, the reformulation as compact linear form is a 
challenge. In recent decade, various reformulations of single item lot-sizing sets have been successful 
achieved by some famous researchers. These researches are based on theories and technicals not only 
crossing wide fields, but also theories developed especially for the structure of lot-sizing problems. In 
this manuscript, we mainly discuss the reformulation related to the outsourcing lot-sizing problems.
For lot-sizing models, there are two types of reformulation. One is facet defining inequalities with 
original variables, the other one is called extended formulation with additional variables. The common 
point of two types is using fractional parts of coefficients of the models. Because the special structure of 
lot-sizing models, the number of such fractional parts is polynomial bounded by the size of the original 
problems.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, the formulation related to mixing and 
continuous mix set is introduced （［7］）. Continuous mixing polyhedron with flows is introduced in 
Section 3 （［1］ and ［2］）. The relations between the problems in Sections 2-3 and lot-sizing models with 
outsourcing or backlogging are shown in Section 4. In sections 5, difference between outsourcing and 
backlogging is discussed. Final section gives linear extended reformulation for lot-sizing models with 
outsourcing for a regeneration interval.
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2 Mixing and continuous mixing sets
The mixing set XMIX is deﬁned as:
s+ yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, y ∈ Zn+,
where 0 ≤ b1 ≤ b2 ≤ · · · ≤ bn ≤ 1. (This can be obtained by yt = yt − bt if
necessary.)
For any I ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , n}, let {π1, π2, · · · , π|I|} be a permutation of I such
that bπ1 ≤ bπ2 ≤ · · · ≤ bπ|I| . It is shown by Pochet and Wolsey [5] that the
following mixing inequalities are enough to describe the convex hull of mixing
set.
s ≥
|I|
i=1
(bπi − bπi−1)(1− yπi),
s ≥
|I|
i=1
(bπi − bπi−1)(1− yπi) + (1− b|I|)(−yπ1).
Example 2.1 [6]: X = {(s, y) ∈ R+×Z : s+y ≥ 2.25}. The additional mixing
inequality s ≥ 0.25(3− y) or s+ 0.25y ≥ 0.75 cuts the polyhedron with integer
values y = 2 and y = 3.
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Figure 2.1. An example of mixing inequality.
The tight property of convex hull is also true when unimodular matrix is
added. This property is needed when transformXMIX into lot-sizing models.
The convex hull of lot-sizing model with outsourcing is related to the con-
tinuous mixing set XCM given in the following, which is a generalization of
XMIX :
s+ xt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Although the type of the mixing inequalities is valid for XCM , it is not
suﬃcient to provide a linear-inequality description of conv(XCM ) [3]. This
problem was solved by Van Vyve as follows [7].
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Example 2.1 [6]: X = {(s, y) ∈ R+×Z : s+y ≥ 2.25} The additional mixing
inequality s ≥ 0.25(3− y) or s+ 0.25y ≥ 0.75 cuts the polyhedron with integer
values y = 2 and y = 3.
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
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
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s+ y ≥ 2.25
s+ 0.25y ≥ 0.75
Figure 2.1. An example of mixing equality.
The tigh property of c nvex hull is al o true when u imodular matrix is
adde . This property is needed when transformXMIX into lot-sizing models.
The convex hull of lot-sizing model with outs rcing s relat d o the con-
tinuous mixing set XCM given in the following, wh ch s a generalization of
XMIX :
s+ xt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t n
∈ R , x ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Although the type of the mixing i equalities is valid for XCM , it is not
suﬃcient to provide a linear-inequality description f c nv(XCM ) [3]. This
problem was solved by Van Vyve as follows [7].
2
lthoug  the type of th  mixing in qualiti s is valid for XCM, it is not suffic ent to provide a li ear-
inequality d scription f conv（X C M）（［3］）. This probl m was ol ed by Van Vyve as follows（［7］）.
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Let G = （V, A） be a directed graph with loops, whereLet G ( ) ire e g ith l ops V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
  e  arc
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
(j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
 
linear express
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a li es φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some typ of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities re
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalitie in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z nd XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same v ct r b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is n t diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = (Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the followi g lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP ( ) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, wit the property that
every vertex of Q b longs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that ar
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the s stem, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
i  fi :
et = ( , ) loo s 1, · · · , . o ac
arc (j, k) , a li ear e ress jk(s, r, z) is e e :
jk(s, r, z)
s rj fkj zj fk for for ar arcs (j, k)
rj fkj zj for ac ar arcs (j, k)
s rj zj fj for loo s (j, j),
ere,
f ij
fj fi if fj fi
fj i 1 if (fj fi).
s i g t e e ressio associat to t e arcs elo gi g to a c cle of t e
et or , so e t e of i e alities co tai e i i e alities as s ecial cases,
a so e e t i e alities are i tro ce . ese ali i e alities are
e o g to e ress co ( ).
i i i l i
e ge eral o el of lot-sizi g it o tso rci g is relate to t e o ersio
of t e co ti o s i i g set F e e as follo s [2]:
s t zt bt, 1 t
t yt, 1 t ,
s , n , z n , y n .
ote re lace t yt, (1 t ) i t e rst set i e alities i F , e
get .
te e for latio of co ( F ) is ol i ot er s ste s a a e
le a. e o tli e t ese i t e follo i g.
irst, set is e e as follo s [2]:
s rt yt bt, 1 t
s rk k rt yt bt, 1 k t
s rt t bt, 1 t
s , n, z n , y n .
e relatio et ee a F is s o i t e follo i g e t e are
e e o t e sa e ector b.
F {(s, r, , y) : 0 y}. (1)
e a o e relatio is ot i c lt . o o tai co ( F ) co ( )
{(s, r, , y) : 0 y} ase o (1), t e follo i g le a is ee e [1].
or a ol e r i n a a ector n, let P ( ) e t e al e of
i { , } a P ( ) e t e face { : P ( )}, ere P ( ) ∅
e e er P ( ) .
. et be t o poi ted polyhedra i n, ith the property that
every vertex of belo gs to . et d be a syste of i eq alities that are
valid for s ch that for every i eq ality c δ of the syste , / { n :
3
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the network, some types 
of inequalities contain th  mix nequalit es as special cases, and om  new types inequalities are 
introduced. Th e valid inequalities are nough to express conv（X C M）.
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with flows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the flow version of the continuous 
mixing set X C M F defined as follows（［2］）:
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear expr ss φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
− fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs b longing to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix in qualities as sp ci l cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. Th se valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general mod l of lot-sizing wi h outsourcing is related to th ﬂ w v rsi n
of the c nti uous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replac xt ≤ yt, (1 t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst s t inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outlin these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn a d a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the fac {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed lyh ra in Rn, with the property that
every vert x of Q bel ngs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a syst m of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every in quality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
t  that replace
Let G = (V,A) be a directed gra h ith loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is d ﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk f fo ward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj f r loops (j, j),
where,
i
j =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − i + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belo ging to a cycle of the
network, som type of inequalities co tai the m x inequalities peci l cases,
and som w typ inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Contin ous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
l odel f lot-sizing with outsourcing is r lated to the ﬂow version
of the conti uous mixing s t XCMF d ﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note r xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ ) in the ﬁrs set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Ext nded f rmulati n f conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. W outline these in the following.
Fir t, set Z is d ﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Th relation b tween Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
d ﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the follow ng l mma is n eded [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, l t µP ( ) be the value of
min{ x, x ∈ P} andMP (a) b the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q b two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the roperty that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequ lities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
  he first se  inequalities  C M F, we g t X C M.
Extended formulation of conv（X C M F） is solved via other systems and a key lemma. We outline these 
in the following.
First, s  Z is d fined as follows （［2］）:
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, )
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if ( j < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequal ties cont in the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 ontin ous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andM (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
The relation between Z and X C M F is s o  i  t e follo ing hen they are defined on the same 
vector b.
Let G = (V,A) be a di ected graph w th loops where V = 1, · · · , n. T each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward rcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − f for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
j − fi + 1 if (fj < i).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and so e new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outs urcing is related to t e ow version
of the continuous ixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 k < t ≤ n
s rt xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in R and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the syste , P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
The above relation is not difficulty. To obtain conv（X C M F） = conv（Z）∩
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ j + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type in qualitie are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to expres conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + z ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formu tion of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the followi g when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value f
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every in quality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
based on （1）, the following lemma is needed （[1]）.
For a pol hedra P i
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops w ere V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, linear exp ess φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if ( < ).
By su ming the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, so e type of inequalities c nt in the mix equalities as special ases,
and some new t e inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of l t-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the c nti ous mixing se XCMF deﬁned as f llows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Exten ed formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
le ma. We outli e these in the f llowing.
Firs , set Z is deﬁned as f llows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ ≤ n
s ∈ R+, ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the f llowing when they are
deﬁned on th same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. T obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the f llowing le ma is nee ed [1].
For a pol hedr P n Rn an a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ } andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : x = µP (a)}, whereMP ( ) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Le ma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every ver ex of longs to P. Let Cx ≥ be a system of inequaliti s hat are
valid fo P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ th system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
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Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
i {ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
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Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, , z) s eﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops ( , j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if ( j < i).
By summing the expressio associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of in quali ie contain the mix inequalities as spe ial c ses,
and some new type inequalities are i rod ced. T se v lid inequaliti s are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂ ws
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned a foll ws [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulatio of conv(XCMF ) is s lved via other systems nd a ke
lemma. We ou li e thes in th following.
First, set Z is d ﬁned s f llows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based n (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn an a vector a ∈ Rn, le µP (a) be th value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} MP (a) be the f ce {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP ( ) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra i Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of i qu lities t at are
valid for P such that f e y inequality cx ≥ δ of th sy tem, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
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Let (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is eﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z)
s rj fkj zj fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s rj zj fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij
fj fi if fj fi
fj fi 1 if (fj i).
By su ing the expressio associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, so e type of inequalities contain the ix inequ lities as special c ses,
and so e ne type inequaliti s ar i tr d ced. These v lid in qualiti ar
enough to express conv( C ).
ti s i i l e r it o s
The general odel of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous ixing set C F ﬁned as fol o s [2]:
s xt zt bt, 1 t n
xt yt, 1 t n,
s ∈ +, x ∈
n
+, z ∈
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt yt, (1 t n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in C F , we
get C .
Extend d for ulatio of conv( C F ) is solved via other syste s and a key
le a. e outline thes in th fol wing.
First, s t Z is d ﬁned as f l ows [2]:
s rt yt bt, 1 t n
s rk xk rt yt bt, 1 k t n
s rt xt bt, 1 t n
s ∈ +, x ∈
n, z ∈ n+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and C F is shown in the fol owing when they are
deﬁned on the sa e vect r b.
C F Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 x y}. (1)
The above relation is n t di culty. To obtain conv( C F ) c (Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 x y} b sed n (1), he fol owi g le is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in n an vector a ∈ n, let µP ( ) be the valu of
in{ax, x ∈ P} an P (a) be the fa {x ∈ P : x µP (a)}, w P (a) ∅
whenever µP (a) .
Le a 3.1 Let P be two pointed polyhedra i n, wit the property that
every vertex of b longs to P. Let Cx d be a syste of i equ lities that a
valid for P such that f r ev ry inequality cx δ of th s ste , P / {x ∈ n :
3
 ₀ whenever
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for bac ward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to expres conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixi g polyhedron wit ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lem . We outline these in t e following.
First, et Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
mi {ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
r µP ( ) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid f r P such t t for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be tw  poi ted polyhedra in
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
fj =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the xpression associat d to he cs belonging to a cy le of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 C n inuou mixi g p lyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when hey are
deﬁned the same vector b.
XCMF = Z {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain co v(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
F r a olyhedra P i Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, ∈ P} ndMP (a) be th face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
wh ver µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
, with the r perty that ev r  t x of Q 
belongs to . Let 
Let G = (V,A) be a direct d graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z is deﬁn :
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj z − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj z for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j)
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if ( j < fi).
By summing the expression associated to he arcs belongi to a cy le of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix nequali ies a sp cial cas s,
and some n w type inequaliti s are introduced. These v li nequal ti s are
enough to express co v(XCM ).
3 Continuous mix ng polyhedron with ﬂows
The g n ral model of l t-sizing with outsourcing is related t he ﬂow version
of the conti uo s mixing set XCMF deﬁned a foll s [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z
n
+, y Z .
Note r place xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrst et i equalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extende formulation f conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in th foll wing.
First, et Z is deﬁned as foll ws [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z n , y Zn+.
The r lation between Z and XCMF is shown i the foll wing whe t ey are
deﬁned on the same v ct r b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above r lation is not diﬃculty. To btain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} bas d n (1), he foll wing lemma is eed [1].
For a polyhedra P in R and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the valu of
min{ax, ∈ P} andMP (a) be the f ce {x ∈ : ax = µP (a)}, whe eM = ∅
when v r µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two p inted polyh dra in Rn, with t pro erty ha
ev ry vert x of Q b longs to P Cx ≥ d be a system f inequaliti s tha re
valid for P such t a for v ry in quality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
  system of i equalities that re v lid for P such that for every inequality 
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special ases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixi g polyhedro with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrs set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solv d via ther systems a d a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the followi g when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is need [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ n, l t µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with th property hat
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
 o f t e s y s t em,
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with l ops where V = 1, · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear expre s φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for l ops ( j ,
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expre sion a sociated to the arcs b longing t a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the ix inequaliti s as peci l cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduc d. These valid inequaliti s are
enough to expre s conv(XCM ).
3 ontinuous ixing p lyhedr th ﬂ s
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂo version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrs set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solv via other systems and a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ < t ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn , y ∈ Zn+.
The relation betw en Z and XCMF is s own in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. o obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is n eded [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µ (a) be the v lue of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP ( ) ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra in Rn, with the pro erty that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of i equalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of t , P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
: = }. If for every a ∈ Rn such that µP (a) is ﬁnite but µQ(a) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains an inequality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The proof of ﬁrst part of the lemma is direct. Note in the proving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can be omitted when P is full dimension. For
the last part of the lemma, ﬁnd all extreme rays of Q\P that lead to minus
inﬁnity of value of µ. If each of these directions can been bounded by equality
in Cx ≥ d, we are done.
The inequality s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt of Z includes two indexes k, t, so
Z is equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
σk + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤ n
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A compact extended formulation of Conv(Z) was solved via Conv(XDIF ) with
an aﬃne transformation [2].
For a number a ∈ R, denote the fraction part of a by f(a), i.e., f(a) = a−a.
By extended formulation of a polyhedron, we mean introducing some additional
variables.
In XDIF , both σk and rt are replaced by integer and fractional parts. The
integer part is simple an integer variable, and fraction part is convex combination
of fractional numbers related to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i.e.,
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From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) we know that the number of fractional parts
are polynomial bounded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
given in [2] where distinct fractional parts is exponential in n.
If the result inequalities system is total unimodular matrix, the correspond-
ing extended formulation of polyhedron is integral. In the case here, the con-
straint matrix is a dual network matrix, so it is TU.
Finally, project the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
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Finally, project the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 Lot-sizi g with utsourcing and backlogging
model
The single-item constant capacity lot-sizing problem with outsourcingXLS−CC−O
over n periods, which can be formulated as:
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Here du is the dema in i , su is the stock at he e d of period u, wu and
vu are prod ction and outsourcing in period u, zu takes value 1 if there is a set-
up in eriod u allowing pr duction to tak place. W thout loss of gene ality, we
set production capacity C=1 (or div de by C on both sides and reset variables
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rays of Q\P that lead to minus infinity of value of μ. If each of these directions can been bounded by 
equality in
cx = δ}. If for every a ∈ Rn such that µP (a) is ﬁnite but µQ(a) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains an inequality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The proof of ﬁrst part of the lemma is direct. Note in the proving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can be omitted when P is full dimension. For
the last part of the lemma, ﬁnd all extreme rays of Q\P that lead to minus
inﬁnity of value of µ. If each of these directions can been bounded by equality
i Cx ≥ d, we are done.
The inequality s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt of Z includes two indexes k, t, so
Z is equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
σk + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤ n
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
A compact extended formulation of Conv(Z) was solved via Conv(XDIF ) with
an aﬃne transformation [2].
For a number a ∈ R, denote the fraction part of a by f(a), i.e., f(a) = a−a.
By extended formulation of a polyhedron, we mean introducing some additional
variables.
In XDIF , both σk and rt are replaced by integer and fractional parts. The
integer part is simple an integer variable, and fraction part is convex combination
of fractional numbers related to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i.e.,
Conv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) we know that the number of fractional parts
are polynomial bounded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
given in [2] where distinct fractional parts is exponential in n.
If the result inequalities system is total unimodular matrix, the correspond-
ing extended formulation of polyhedron is integral. In the case here, the con-
straint matrix is a dual network matrix, so it is TU.
Finally, project the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 Lot-sizing with outsourcing and backlogging
model
The single-item constant capacity lot-sizing problem with outsourcingXLS−CC−O
over n periods, which can be formulated as:
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Here du is the demand in period u, su is the stock at the end of period u, wu and
vu are production and outsourcing in period u, zu takes value 1 if there is a set-
up in period u allowing production to take place. Without loss of generality, we
set production capacity C=1 (or divide by C on both sides and reset variables
4
 re done.
The inequality
cx = δ}. If for every a ∈ Rn such that µP (a) is ﬁnite but µQ(a) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains an inequality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The proof of ﬁrst part of the le a is direct. ote in the proving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can be omitted when P is full dimension. For
the last part of the lemma, ﬁnd all extreme rays of Q\P that lead to minus
inﬁnity of value of µ. If each of these directions can been bounded by equality
in Cx ≥ d, we are done.
The inequ li s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt of Z includes two indexes k, t, so
Z is equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
σk + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t n
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
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A compact extended formulation of Conv(Z) was solved via Conv(XDIF ) with
an aﬃne transformation [2].
For a number a ∈ R, denote the fraction part of a by f(a), i.e., f(a) = a−a.
By extended formulation of a polyhedron, we mean introducing some additional
variables.
In XDIF , both σk and rt are replaced by integer and fractional parts. The
integer part is simple an integer variable, and fraction part is convex combination
of fractional numbers related to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t n), i.e.,
Conv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < t n) we know that the number of fractional parts
are polynomial bounded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk (1 ≤ k < t n) is
given in [2] where distinct fractional parts is exponential in n.
If the result inequalities system is total unimodular matrix, the correspond-
ing extended formulation of polyhedron is integral. In the case here, the con-
straint matrix is a dual network matrix, so it is TU.
Finally, project the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 Lot-sizing with outsourcing and backlogging
model
The single-item constant capacity lot-sizing problem with outsourcingXLS−CC−O
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Here du is the demand in period u, su is the stock at the end of period u, wu and
vu are production and outsourcing in period u, zu takes value 1 if there is a set-
up in period u allowing production to take place. Without loss of generality, we
set production capacity C=1 (or divide by C on both sides and reset variables
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difference set X D I F （[2]）:
cx = δ}. If for eve y a ∈ Rn such that µP (a) is ﬁnite but µQ(a) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains a inequality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The proof of ﬁrst part of the lemma is direct. Note in the proving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can be omitted when P is full dimension. For
the last part of he lemma, ﬁnd all extreme rays of Q\P that le d to minus
inﬁn ty of value of µ. If each of these dir ct ons can been bounded by equality
in Cx ≥ d, we are done.
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Z is equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
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A compact extended formulation of C nv(Z) was solved ia Conv(XDIF ) with
an aﬃne transformation [2].
For a number a ∈ R, denot the fraction part of a by f(a), i.e., f(a) = a−a.
By extended formulation of a polyhedron, we mean introducing some additional
variables.
In XDIF , both σk and rt are replaced by integer and fractional parts. The
integer part is simple an integer variable, and fraction part is convex combination
of fractional numbers r lated to bt − k (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i.e.,
Conv({f(bt − k) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− k (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) we know that t e number of f actional parts
are polyn mial bounded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
given in [2] where distinct fractional parts is exponential in n.
If the result inequalities system is total unimodular m trix, the correspond-
ing extended formulation of polyhedron is integral. In the case here, th con-
strain ma rix is a du l network matrix, so it is TU.
Finally, project the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain Co v(XDIF ).
4 Lot-sizing with outsourcing and backloggin
model
The single-item consta t c pa ity lo -sizing problem with outs rcingXLS−CC O
over n periods, which can be formulated as:
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Here du is the demand in period u, su is the s ock at the end of period u, w and
vu are production and outs rcing in period u, zu takes value 1 if there is a set-
up in eriod u allowing production o take place. Withou l ss of generality, we
set production capa ity C=1 (or divide by C on b th sides and reset variables
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transf rmation（[2]）.
For a umber
cx = δ}. If for every ∈ R such that µP ( ) is ﬁnite but µQ( ) = −∞, C ≥ d
contains an inequality cx δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The proof of ﬁrst part of the lemma is direc . Note i th proving of s cond
par , P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} c be omi t when P is full dimension. For
the last part of the lem a, ﬁ d ll xtrem rays of Q\P that lead to mi s
inﬁnity of value of µ. If each of these irections can been bounded by equality
in Cx ≥ d, w are done.
The inequ i y s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt of Z includes two indexes k, t, so
Z is equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
σk + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤ n
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
A compact exte ded formulation of Conv(Z) was solved via Conv(XDIF ) with
an aﬃne tra sformation [2].
For a a ∈ R, de ote the fraction part f by f(a), i.e., f(a) = −a.
By extend d formulation of a polyhedron, we mean introducing some additional
variables.
I XDIF , both σk and rt are eplaced by i teger a d f actional parts. The
integer part is simple an int ger v ria le, and fracti n par is convex combination
of fractional numbers related to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i.e.,
Conv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ ) we k ow that the number of fractional parts
are polynomial bounded by n, or O( 2). An exam le f btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ ) is
given in [2] where distinct fractional parts is exponential in n.
If th r sult inequalities system is total u im dul r matrix, the corr spond-
ing exte ded formul tio of polyhedron s i tegral. In the case here, the con-
straint matrix is a dual network matrix, so it is TU.
Finally, pr ject the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 Lot-sizing with outsourcing and backlogging
model
The single-item consta t ca acity lot-sizing pro lem with outsourcingXLS−CC−O
over n periods, which c n be formulated as:
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Here du is the dema d in perio u, su is the st ck at the end of p riod , wu and
vu are pr duction nd outsourcing n period u, zu takes value 1 if there is a set-
up in e iod u allowing ro ctio to t ke place. Without loss of ge rality, we
set production capacity C=1 (or divide by C on both sides and reset variables
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cx = δ}. I for ev ry a ∈ Rn such that µP (a) is ﬁnite bu µQ(a) = −∞, C ≥ d
contains an inequality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The pr of f ﬁrst of the le ma is direct. Not in the proving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can b omitted when P is full dimension. For
th las part of the le ma, ﬁnd all extrem r y f Q\P that lea to mi us
inﬁ ity of valu of µ. If ach of thes ir ctions can b en bounded by equality
in Cx ≥ d, we are done.
The inequality s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt of Z include two indexes k, t, so
Z s equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
σ + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤ n
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
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A co pac extended formul tio f Conv(Z) was solved via Conv(XDIF ) with
n aﬃne transform tion [2].
For a numb r ∈ R, d t the f t f by f( ), i.e., f( ) a−a.
By extended formul tion of a polyhedron, we mean introducing some a ditional
variables.
I XDIF , both σk and repl ced by int ger nd fr ction l parts. The
integer part i s mple in eg r vari l , and fr i n par is convex combi ation
o frac ional numbers related to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i.e.,
Conv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < ≤ n) we know th t the number o fractional parts
are pol nomial boun d by n, or O(n2). A ex mple of btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
give in [2] where dis inc fractio al parts is expon nt l in n.
If the result inequ i s syst m is total un modular ma rix, th co respond-
ing ext nded formulatio of polyhedron is in gral. In the ca e here, the con-
strai t matrix is a dual etwork matrix, so it is TU.
Finally, projec the polyhedron to original var able space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 Lot-sizing with outsour ing and backlo ging
model
The single-i em constant pacity lot-siz ng p oblem with outsourcingXLS− C−O
over p ri ds, which can be formulated as:
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Here du is the demand in e i d , su is the s ck a the d f per od , wu and
u are productio and outsou cing i period u, zu akes valu 1 if th re is a set-
p in eriod u ll wing roduction to ake place. Without lo s of generality, we
set production capacit =1 (or divi by C on both sid and reset variables
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. By exten ed 
formulation of a polyhedron, we mean introducing some additional variables.
In X D I F, both σk and rt are replaced by integer and fractional parts. The integer part is simple an 
t er variab , and frac ion part is convex combination of fractional numbers related to bt － 
bk
cx = δ}. If for every a ∈ Rn such that µP ( ) is ﬁnite but µQ(a) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains an ineq ality cx ≥ δ such th t MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The pr of of ﬁrst p rt of the lemma is dir ct. Note in the r ving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can be omitted when P is full dimension. For
the last part of the l mma, ﬁnd all extreme r ys of Q\P that lead to minus
inﬁnity of value of µ. If each of these directions can be n bou ded by equ lity
in Cx ≥ d, we are done.
The inequality s+ rk + xk + rt + t ≥ bt of Z includes two indexes k, t, so
Z is equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
σk + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤ n
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y Z .
A compact exte ded f rmulation of Conv(Z) was solved vi Conv(XDIF ) with
an ﬃne transformation [2].
For a number a ∈ R, denote the fraction part o a by f(a), i.e., f(a) = a−a.
By exte ded formulati of a polyhedron, we mean introduci g some dditional
variables.
In XDIF , both σk an rt are repl ced by integer nd frac ional part . The
integer part is simple an integer variable, and fraction part is c vex c mbi ation
of fractional numbers related to b − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i.e.,
Conv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < ≤ n) we know hat the umber of fracti nal parts
are polynomial bounded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
given i [2] where distinct fractional parts is exponential in n.
If the result inequali ies system is total unimodula matrix, the correspond-
ing exte ded f rmulation of polyhedron is integral. In the case here, the con-
straint ma rix is a dual network matrix, so it is TU.
Finally, project the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 Lot-sizing with outsourcing and backlo gi g
model
The si gle-item constant ca acity lot-sizing pr blem with outsourci gXLS−CC−O
over n periods, which can be formulated as:
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Here u is the emand in peri d u, su is the stock at the end of peri d u, wu a d
vu are productio a d outsourcing in period , zu takes val e 1 if there is set-
up in peri allowing production to take place. Withou loss of generality, we
set production capacity C=1 (or divide by C on both sides and reset variables
4
, i.
From btk = bt－bk
cx = δ}. If for every a ∈ Rn such th t µP (a) is ﬁnite but µQ(a) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains an inequality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
e roof of ﬁrst part of the le ma is direct. Note in the pr ving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can be omitt d when P is full dimensi n. For
the last part of the le ma, ﬁnd all extreme rays of Q\P that lead to minus
inﬁnity of value of µ. If each of th se directions can bee bound d by equality
in Cx ≥ d, we are done.
The inequality s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt of Z includes two indexes k, t, so
Z is equivalen to a diﬀ r nce set XDIF [2]:
σk + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
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A omp ct extended formulation of Conv(Z) wa solved via Conv(XDIF ) with
an aﬃ e t ansformation [2].
For a num er a ∈ R, denote the fraction p rt of a by f(a), i e., f(a) = a−a.
By extended formulation f a polyhedron, we mean introducing some a d tional
variables.
In XD F , both σk and t are replaced by integer nd fr ctional parts. The
integer part i simple an integer vari ble, and fract on part is convex combinati n
o fr ctional numbers related to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i e.,
Conv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ < t ≤ n) we know tha the number of fr ctional parts
are polynomial bounded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
given in [2] wh re distinct fr ctional parts is xpone tial i n.
If the result inequal tie sy tem is total unimodular matrix, the c rrespond-
ing extended formulation of polyhedron is integral. In the case h re, the con-
str int matrix is a dual network matr x, so it is TU.
Fin lly, projec the p lyhedron t or gin l variabl space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 Lot-sizing with o tso rcing and backlo ging
model
Th single-item constant capacity lot-s zing problem with outsourcingXLS− C−O
ov n periods, which can be formulated as:
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H re du is the emand in period u, su is the s ock a th end f period u, wu and
vu are pr duction and outsourcing in period u, z t kes value 1 if th re is a set-
up in period u allowing pr duction to t ke place. Without loss of generality, w
set pr duction capacity C=1 (or d vide by C on both si es and r set variables
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b unded  , or O（n2）. An example f btk
x = δ}. If for every a ∈ Rn such that µP (a) is ﬁnite b t µQ( ) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains n ineq ality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ : c = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The proof of ﬁrst p rt of t lemma is direc . No in he proving of sec nd
p rt, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can be mit ed when P is ull di nsion. For
the ast p r of the l mma, d all extreme rays Q\P that lead to minus
inﬁnity of value of µ. I ea h of t ese direct ons ca be ou ded by equ lity
in Cx ≥ d, we are don .
The inequality s+ rk x rt + yt ≥ bt of Z includes wo index s k, t, so
Z is equivalent to a diﬀerenc set XDIF [ ]:
σk + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤ n
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
A compact exte ded f rmulatio of Co v(Z) w s solved via XDIF ) with
an ﬃ e transformation [2].
For a numb r a ∈ R, den te the fraction p rt of by f(a), i.e., f(a) = −a.
By xte ded formulation of a p lyh r n, we me n intro uci g some additional
variables.
In XDIF , bo h σk an t are replace by and fractional par s. The
integer p rt is simple an intege ariable, d r ction p rt is conv x combinati
of fractional num ers relat d to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i.e.,
Conv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) we know that the number f fractio al pa ts
are polynomial bounded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
given in [2] where distinct fra ional parts is expon ntial in .
If the result inequ lities system i total modula mat x, the c rr s nd-
ing extended f rmulatio of poly dron is i egral. In e c se here, he co -
traint matr x i a dual network matrix, so it i TU.
Finally, project h olyhedr n to rigi al variable space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 L t-sizing with ut ourcing and backlog in
model
The single- tem constant capacity lot-sizing pr bl m with utsourcingXLS−CC−O
over n periods, which can be formulated s:
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Here u is the demand in p io u, su is the tock at the end of peri d , w and
vu re productio and outsourcing in period u, z akes val e 1 f the e is a set-
up in period allowing production to take place. Without loss of generality, we
set production apacity C=1 ( r divide by C on both sides and reset variables
4
 given in [2] wher  d st nct fractional parts 
is exponential in n.
If the result inequalities system is total unimodular matrix（TU）, the corresponding extended 
for ulation of polyhedron is integral. In the case here, the constraint matrix is a dual network matrix, so 
it is TU.
Finally, project the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain conv（XDIF）.
4 Lot-sizing with outsourcing and backlogging model
The single-item co stant capacity lot-sizing problem with outsourcing XLS － C C － O over n periods, 
which can be for ulated as:
cx = δ}. If for every a ∈ Rn such that µP (a) is ﬁnite but µQ(a) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains an inequality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ R : Cx ≥ d}.
The proof of ﬁrst part of the lemma is direct. Note in the proving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ} can be omitted when P is full dimension. For
the last part of the lemma, ﬁnd all extreme rays of Q\P that lead to minus
inﬁnity of value of µ. If each of these directions can been bound d by equality
in Cx ≥ d, we are done.
The inequality s+ rk + xk rt yt ≥ bt of Z includes two indexes k, t, so
Z is equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
σk + rt + yt ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤ n
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y Z
n .
A compact extended formulation of Conv(Z) was solved via Conv(XDIF ) with
an aﬃne transformation [2].
For a number a ∈ R, denote the fraction part of a by f(a), i.e., f(a) = a−a.
By extended formulation of a polyhedron, we mean introducing some additional
variables.
In XD F , ot σk and rt are replaced by integer and fractional parts. The
integer part is simple an integer variable, and fraction part is convex combination
of fractional numbers related to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i.e.,
Conv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) we know that the number of fractional parts
are polynomial bounded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
given in [2] where distinct fractional parts is exponential in n.
If the result inequalities system is total unimodular matrix, the correspond-
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4 Lot-sizing with outso rcing and b cklogging
model
The single-item constant capacity lot-sizing problem with outsourcingXLS−CC−O
over n periods, which can be formulated as:
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wu
t
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vu =
t
u=k
du + st, 1 ≤ k ≤ t ≤ n (2)
wu ≤ Czu, 1 ≤ n; s ∈ R
n+1
+ , w ∈ R
n
+, v
n , z {0, 1}n.
Here du is the demand in period u, su is the stock at the end of period u, wu and
vu are production and outsourcing in period u, zu takes value 1 if there is a set-
up in period u allowing production to take place. Without loss of generality, we
set production capacity C=1 (or divide by C on both sides and reset variables
4
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u=k vu
and bt =
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u=k du. Then the relaxation of above problem becomes:
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s ∈ R+, x ∈ R
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Note inequality (3) is obtained from st ≥ 0. Summing (4) over k ≤ u ≤ t and
dropping the upper bound on yt, one obtains XCMF .
In the case of backlogging model XLS−CC−B , equation (2) becomes [1]
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du + st + rk−1, 1 ≤ k ≤ t ≤ n.
The diﬀerence between backlogging and outsourcing in relaxation process is,
st + rk−1 ≥ 0 is dropped, not st ≥ 0. Both have the same relaxation inequality
(3).
5 Structures of optimal solutions
Although, in above section, we obtain the same relaxation inequalities system
both for lot-sizing models with outsourcing and backlogging, but there are ob-
vious diﬀerence in structure of optimal solutions.
Lot-sizing problems in general can been seen as minimum cost network ﬂow
problems. For a minimum cost network ﬂow problem, a well-known and funda-
mental property of minimum cost network ﬂow problem tells:
Observation 5.1: For a basic feasible solution of a minimum cost network
ﬂow problem, the arcs corresponding to variables with ﬂows strictly between
their lower and upper bounds form an acyclic graph.
Before giving the structure of optimal solutions, we need a concept deﬁned
as following.
Deﬁnition 5.1: Planning time period n are partitioned into intervals [t1, t2 −
1], [t2, t3−1], · · · , [tr−1, tr], where no stock entering or leaving each interval, are
called regeneration intervals.
Now we ﬁrst consider the simple case when the production capacity is un-
bounded. In order to have a more comprehensive diﬀerence, we also give a
dynamic programming (DP) here. Note, by the ﬂow balance equalities in con-
straint, stock variables, or production variables can be canceled (or omitted).
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upper bound on 
Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph with loops where V = 1, · · · , n. To each
arc (j, k) ∈ A, a linear express φjk(s, r, z) is deﬁned:
φjk(s, r, z) =



s+ rj + fkj zj − fk for forward arcs (j, k)
rj + fkj zj for backward arcs (j, k)
s+ rj + zj − fj for loops (j, j),
where,
f ij =

fj − fi if fj ≥ fi
fj − fi + 1 if (fj < fi).
By summing the expression associated to the arcs belonging to a cycle of the
network, some type of inequalities contain the mix inequalities as special cases,
and some new type inequalities are introduced. These valid inequalities are
enough to express conv(XCM ).
3 Continuous mixing polyhedron with ﬂows
The general model of lot-sizing with outsourcing is related to the ﬂow version
of the continuous mixing set XCMF deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ xt + zt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
xt ≤ yt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn+, z ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
Note replace xt ≤ yt, (1 ≤ t ≤ n) in the ﬁrs set inequalities in XCMF , we
get XCM .
Extended formulation of conv(XCMF ) is solved via other systems a d a key
lemma. We outline these in the following.
First, set Z is deﬁned as follows [2]:
s+ rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt, 1 ≤ k < ≤ n
s+ rt + xt ≥ b , 1 ≤ t ≤ n
s ∈ R+, x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rn+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
The relation between Z and XCMF is shown in the following when they are
deﬁned on the same vector b.
XCMF = Z ∩ {(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y}. (1)
The above relation is not diﬃculty. To obtain conv(XCMF ) = conv(Z) ∩
{(s, r, x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ y} based on (1), the following lemma is needed [1].
For a polyhedra P in Rn and a vector a ∈ Rn, let µP (a) be the value of
min{ax, x ∈ P} andMP (a) be the face {x ∈ P : ax = µP (a)}, whereMP (a) = ∅
whenever µP (a) = −∞.
Lemma 3.1 Let P ⊆ Q be two pointed polyhedra i Rn, with the property that
every vertex of Q belongs to P. Let Cx ≥ d be a system of inequalities that are
valid for P such that for every inequality cx ≥ δ of the system, P ⊂/ {x ∈ Rn :
3
, one obtains X C M F.
In the case of backlogging model X L S － C C － B, equation （2） becomes （[1]）
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Note inequality (3) is obtained from st ≥ 0. Summing (4) over k ≤ u ≤ t and
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, and also 
cx = δ}. If for every a ∈ Rn such that µP (a) is ﬁnite but µQ(a) = −∞, Cx ≥ d
contains an inequality cx ≥ δ such that MP (a) ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : cx = δ}, then
P = Q ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Cx ≥ d}.
The p oof of ﬁrst part of the lemma is direct. Note in the proving of second
part, P ⊂/ {x ∈ R : cx = δ} ca be mitted when P is full dimension. For
the last part the lemma, ﬁnd all extreme rays of Q\P hat lead to inus
inﬁnity of value of µ. If each of these directions can been bounded by equality
in Cx ≥ d, we are done.
The inequality s+ rk + xk + rt + yt ≥ bt of Z includes two indexes k, t, so
Z is equivalent to a diﬀerence set XDIF [2]:
σk + rt + t ≥ bt − bk, 0 ≤ k < t ≤ n
σ ∈ Rn+1+ , r ∈ R
n
+, y ∈ Z
n
+.
A compact extended formulati n of Conv(Z) was solved via Conv(XDIF ) with
an aﬃne transf rmation [2].
For a number a ∈ R, denote the fraction part of a by f( ), i.e., f(a) = a−a.
By exte ded formulati n of polyhedron, we mean introducin some addition l
variables.
In XDIF , both σk and rt are re l ced by int g r and fractional parts. The
int ger part s simple an t ger variabl , and fraction part is convex combination
of fraction numbers related to bt − bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n), i. .,
C nv({f(bt − bk) : 1 ≤ k < t ≤ n}).
From btk = bt− bk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) we k ow that the numb r of fractional parts
are polynomial bou ded by n, or O(n2). An example of btk (1 ≤ k < t ≤ n) is
given in [2] here distinct fractional parts is exponential in n.
If the result inequalities system is total unimodular matrix, the correspond-
ing extended formulation of polyhedron is integral. In the case here, the con-
straint matrix is a dual network matrix, so it is TU.
Finally, project the polyhedron to original variable space, we obtain Conv(XDIF ).
4 Lot- izing w th out ourcing and b klogg g
model
The single-item constant capacity lot-sizing problem with outsourcingXLS−CC−O
over n periods, which can be formulated as:
sk−1 +
t
u=k
wu +
t
u=k
vu =
t
u=k
du + st, 1 ≤ ≤ t ≤ n (2)
wu ≤ Czu, 1 ≤ u ≤ n; s ∈ R
n+1
+ , w ∈ R
n
+, v ∈ R
n
+, z ∈ {0, 1}
n.
Here du is the deman in period u, su is the stock at the end of period u, wu and
vu are production and outsourcing in period u, zu takes value 1 if there is a set-
up in period u allowing production to take place. Without loss of generality, we
set production capacity C=1 (or divide by C on both sides and reset variables
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tΣ  vu . Both have the same relaxation inequality （3）.
5 Structures of optimal soluti ns
Alt ,  bove section, we obtain the same r laxation inequalities sy tem both for lot-sizing 
models with outso ci  and b cklogging, b t th re are bvi us difference in structure f optimal 
solutions.
Lot-sizing problems in ge eral ca  been s en as minimum cost network flow l .   
minimum cost r  flow problem, a ell-kno n a d fundamental property of minimum cost network 
flow problem tells:
Observation 5.1: For a basic feasible solution of  minimum cost network flow problem, the arcs 
corresponding to variables with flows strictly between their lower and upper bounds form an acyclic 
graph.
Before giving the structure of optimal solutions, w  need a concept defined as follows.
Definition 5.1: Pla ning tim  period n r  partitioned int  intervals [t1, t2 － 1], [t2, t3 － 1], · · · , [tr
－ 1, tr], where no stock entering or leaving each interval, are called regeneration intervals.
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needed). Fix k, and set s = sk−1, xt =
t
u=k wu, yt =
t
u=k zu, rt =
t
u=k vu
and bt =
t
u=k du. Then the relaxation of above problem becomes:
s+ xt + rt ≥ bt, k ≤ t ≤ n (3)
0 ≤ xu − xu−1 ≤ yu − yu−1 ≤ 1, k ≤ u ≤ n (4)
s ∈ R+, x ∈ R
n−k+1
+ , r ∈ R
n−k+1
+ , y ∈ Z
n k+1.
Note inequality (3) is obtained from st ≥ 0. Summing (4) over k ≤ u ≤ t and
dropping the upper bound on yt, one obtains XCMF .
I the case backl ggi g mod l LS−CC−B , qua ion (2) bec mes [1]
sk−1 +
t
u=k
wu + rt =
t
u=k
du + st + rk−1, 1 ≤ k ≤ t ≤ n.
The diﬀerence between backlogging and outsourcing in relaxation process is,
st + rk−1 ≥ 0 is droppe , not st ≥ 0. Both have the sam relaxation inequality
(3).
5 Structures of optimal solutions
Although, in above section, we obt in the same relaxation i equalities system
both for lot-sizi g models with outsourcing and backlogging, but there are ob-
vio s iﬀere ce in stru ture of optimal solutions.
Lot-sizi g problems in general ca been see as minimu cost network ﬂow
pr blems. For a minim m cost network ﬂow problem, a well-known and funda-
e tal property of minimum c st etwork ﬂow proble tells:
Observati n 5.1: For a basic feasible sol tion of a minimum cost network
ﬂow problem, the rcs c rr sponding to variables with ﬂows strictly betwe n
thei lowe and upper b unds form an acyclic graph.
Before giving the structure of optimal solutions, we need a concept deﬁned
as following.
Deﬁniti n 5.1: Planni g time period n are partitioned into intervals [t1, t2 −
1], [t2, t3−1], · · · , [tr−1, tr], where no stock entering or leaving each interval, are
called regeneratio i tervals.
Now we ﬁrst consi er the simple c e when the production capacity is un-
bounded. In ord r to ave a m re c mprehensive diﬀer nce, we also give a
ynamic progra ming (DP) here. Note, by the ﬂow balance equalities in con-
straint, stock variables, or production variabl s c n be ca eled (or omitted).
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Now we first consider the simple case when the production capacity is un- bounded. In order to 
have a more comprehensive difference, we also give a dynamic programming （DP） here. Note, by the 
flow balance equalities in constraint, stock variables, or production variables can be canceled （or 
omitted）.
Let G（t） be the minimum cost of solving the problem over the first t periods, and let φ（k, t） be the 
minimum cost of solving the problem over the first t periods subject to the additional condition that the 
last production or outsourcing periods is k for some k
Let G(t) be the minimum cost of solving the problem over the ﬁrst t periods,
and let φ(k, t) be the minimum cost of solving the problem over the ﬁrst t peri-
ods subject to the additional condition that the last production or outsourcing
periods i k for some k ≤ t. From the deﬁnition we have
G(t) = min
k:k≤t
φ(k, t).
By extreme optimal solution structure also Principle of Optimality for DP,
φ(k, t) can be calculated as
φ(k, t) = G(k − 1) + min[qk + pkdkt, gkdkt].
Where, qk is set up cost, pk and gk are production cost and outsourcing cost.
Note, stock cost is omitted.
A (forward) dynamic programming recursion for XLS−U−O
G(0) = 0
G(t) = min
k:k≤t
[G(k − 1) + min[qk + pkdkt, gkdkt] for t = 1, · · · , n.
Now, let us see the unbounded lot-sizing model with backlogging XLS−U−B .
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Figure 5.2. Structure of an extreme point solution of XLS−U−B
For periods u, v ∈ {1, · · · , n}, let φ(u, v) denote the minimum cost of satis-
fying demands for periods v, · · · , n in which the demand for period v is satisﬁed
by production in u if u ≥ v, and let G(v) denote the minimum cost solution of
production XLS−U−B deﬁned over the horizon v, · · · , n.
Here production cost is omitted.
A Backward dynamic programming algorithm for XLS−U−B [6]
G(v) = min
u≥v
φ(u, v)
φ(u.v) = (
v−1
t=u
ht)dv +min[φ(u, v + 1), G(v + 1)] for u < v
φ(u.v) = (
u−1
t=v
bt)dv + φ(u, v + 1) for u > v
φ(u.u) = qu +min[φ(u, u+ 1), G(u+ 1)] for u = v
6
 From the definition we have
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For periods u, v ∈ {1, · · · , n}, let φ(u, v) denote the minimum cost of satis-
fying demands for periods v, · · · , n in which the demand for period v is satisﬁed
by production in u if u ≥ v, and let G(v) denote the minimum cost solution of
production XLS−U−B deﬁned over the horizon v, · · · , n.
Here production cost is omitted.
A Backward dynamic programming algorithm for XLS−U−B [6]
G(v) = min
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By extreme optimal solution structure also Principle of Optimality for DP, φ（k, t） can be calculated 
as
Let G(t) be the minimum cost of solving the problem over the ﬁrst t periods,
and let φ(k, t) be the minimum cost of solving the problem over the ﬁrs t peri-
ods subject to the additional condition that the last production or outsourci g
periods is k for some k ≤ t. From the deﬁnition we have
G(t) = min
k:k≤t
φ(k, t).
By extre e optimal solution structure also Principle of Optimality for DP,
φ(k, t) can be calculated as
φ(k, t) = G(k − 1) + min[qk + pkdkt, gkdkt].
here, qk is set up cost, pk and gk are production cost and outsourcing cost.
Note, stock cost is omitted.
A (forward) dynamic programming recursion for XLS−U−O
G(0) = 0
G(t) = min
k:k≤t
[G(k − 1) + min[qk + pkdkt, gkdkt] for t = 1, · · · , n.
Now, let us see the unbounded lot-sizing model with backlogging XLS−U−B .
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For periods u, v ∈ {1, · · · , n}, let φ(u, v) denote the minimum cost of satis-
fying demands for periods v, · · · , n in which the demand for period v is satisﬁed
by production in u if u ≥ v, and let G(v) denote the minimum cost solution of
production XLS−U−B deﬁned over the horizon v, · · · , n.
Here production cost is omitted.
A Backward dynamic programming algorithm for XLS−U−B [6]
G(v) = min
u≥v
φ(u, v)
φ(u.v) = (
v−1
t=u
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Where, qk is set up cost, pk and gk are production cost and outsourcing cost.
Note, stock cost is omitted.
A （forward） dynamic programming recursion for XLS － U － O
Let G(t) be the inimum cost of solving the problem over the ﬁrst t periods,
and let φ(k, t) be the minimum cost of solving the problem over the ﬁrst t peri-
ods subject to the additional condition that the last production or outsourcing
periods is k for some k ≤ t. From the deﬁnition we have
G(t) = min
k:k≤t
φ( , ).
By extreme optimal solution structure also Principle of Optimality for DP,
φ(k, t) can be calculated as
φ(k, t) = G(k − 1) + min[qk + pkdkt, gkdkt].
Where, qk is set up cost, pk and gk are production cost and outsourcing cost.
Note, stock cost is omitted.
A (forward) dynamic programming recursion for XLS−U−O
G(0) = 0
G(t) = min
k:k≤t
[G(k − 1) + min[q + pkdkt, gkdkt] for t = 1, · · · , n.
Now, let us see the unbounded lot-sizing model with backlogging XLS−U−B .
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For periods u, v ∈ {1, · · · , n}, let φ(u, v) denote the minimum cost of satis-
fying demands for periods v, · · · , n in which the demand for period v is satisﬁed
by production in u if u ≥ v, and let G(v) denote the minimum cost solution of
production XLS−U−B deﬁned over the horizon v, · · · , n.
Here production cost is omitted.
A Backward dynamic programming algorithm for XLS−U−B [6]
G(v) = min
u≥v
φ(u, v)
φ(u.v) = (
v−1
t=u
ht)dv +min[φ(u, v + 1), G(v + 1)] for u < v
φ(u.v) = (
u−1
t=v
bt)dv + φ(u, v + 1) for u > v
φ(u.u) = qu +min[φ(u, u+ 1), G(u+ 1)] for u = v
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Now, let us see the unbounded lot-sizing model with backlogging XLS － U － B.
Let G(t) be the mini um cost of olving the problem over th ﬁrst t periods,
and let φ(k, t) be the ini um cost of olving the probl m over th ﬁrst t peri-
ods subject to the additional condition hat e last production or outsourcing
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G(t) = min
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φ(k, t).
By extreme optimal s luti n structure also Principle of Optimality for DP,
φ(k, t) can be calcul ted s
φ(k, t) = G(k − 1) + min[qk + p dkt, gkdkt].
here, qk is set up cost, pk and gk are production co t and out ourcing ost.
Note, stock c st is omitted.
A (forward) dynamic programming recu sion for XLS−U−O
G(0) = 0
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For periods u, v ∈ {1, · · · , n}, let φ(u, v) denote the mini um cost of satis-
fying demands for periods v, · · · , n in which the demand for period v is sati ﬁed
by production in u f u ≥ v, and let G(v) denote the mini um cost s luti n of
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For periods 
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Where, qk is set up cost, pk and gk are production cost and outsourcing cost.
Note, stock cost is omitted.
A (f rward) dynamic programming recursion for XLS−U−O
G(0) = 0
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r eri s u, v ∈ {1, · · · , n}, let φ(u, v) denote the minimum cost of satis-
fying demands for periods v, · · · , n in which the demand for period v is satisﬁed
by production in u if u ≥ v, and let G(v) denote the mini um cost solution of
production XLS−U−B deﬁned over the horizon v, · · · , .
Here production cost is omitted.
A Backward dynamic programming algorithm for XLS−U−B [6]
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Where ht and bt are stock cost and backlogging cost.
For constant capacity, we only give an example of structure of optimal solution for X L S － C C － O in 
Figure 5.3. For X L S － C C, z1, C should be replaced by x1. For X
L S － C C － B, the directions of flows on stocks 
arcs are not known. While the DP for X L S － C C can been founded in ［6］, and DP for X L S － C C － O is supposed 
recently by author in [8], which is much complex that the one of X L S － C C. To our knowledge, the DP for 
X L S － C C － B is not known, if it is possible, it will be a hard job.
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6 Extended reformulation for lot-sizing problems
with outsourcing for a regeneration interval
For a particular regeneration interval [k, l], let δi = 1 if zi > 0 and δi = 0 if
zi = 0. Also let ni be the number of full capacity C of zi, let χi = 1 if xi = C
and χi = 0 if xi = 0. Now we have the relaxed linear program (LP kl1 ):
min
l
i=k
(piC + fi)χi +
l
i=k
gi(ρklδi + Cni)
s.t.
τ
i=k
χi +
τ
i=k
ni +
τ
i=k
δi ≥
dkτ
C

τ = k, · · · , l − 1, with ρkτ ≤ ρkl,
τ
i=k
χi +
τ
i=k
ni ≥
dkτ
C

τ = k, · · · , l − 1 with ρkτ > ρkl.
l
i=k
χi +
l
i=k
ni =
dkl − ρkl
C

,
l
i=k
δi = 1,
χi, δi ≤ 1, χi, ni, δi ≥ 0.
Comparing the fractional batch production indicator [4], the value of δi dif-
fers if ρkl = 0, i.e., outsourcing may occur even if ρkl = 0. Inequalities of
constrains are same before the period where fractional batch production or out-
sourcing occurs.
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Comparing the fractional batch production indicator in [4], the value of δi differs if ρkl = 0, i.e., 
outsourcing may occur even if ρkl = 0. Inequalities of constrains are same before the period where 
fractional batch production or out-sourcing occurs.
Note thatNote t
l
i=k δi = 1 should be
l
i=k δi ≤ 1, we exclude
l
i=k δi = 0 be-
cause it means that no outsourcing occurs, therefore we can keep the inequalities
(include equalities) in one direction and coeﬃcients with plus only.
Hence, when outsourcing occurs, the formulation of (LP kl1 ) is valid. The
constraints constitute a 0− 1 matrix with the property that 1’s are consecutive
in each column if arranging appropriately, i.e., it is a interval matrix. Therefore
it is total unimodular.
Summarize above arguments, we have:
Proposition 6.1 The linear program LP kl1 is feasible with regeneration interval
[k, l] when outsourcing occurs.
With the strict inequality condition st > 0 within regeneration interval, in-
equalities shall be strict inequalities in above system. These do not aﬀect the
coeﬃcients of variables of inequalities, hence the claim. We remain the formu-
lation as the treatments in other papers.
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s feasible with regen ration interval[k, ] when outsourcing 
occurs.
With the strict inequality condition st  0 within regeneration i terval, inequalities shall be strict in 
above system. These do not affec  the coeffici nts of variabl s of inequalities, hence the claim. We 
remain the f rmulatio  as the tr atments in oth r papers.
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